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1. It's important that she (remember) to take her medicine twice a day. 2. I suggest that Frank
(read) the directions carefully before assembling the bicycle. 25-6-2017 · In French, the
subjunctive is used in a number of subordinate clauses. As it occurs rather frequently, it is
important to learn the rules that govern its. Passé composé ~ Exercices sur formation, participe
passé, accord.
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End of the free exercise to learn French: Conjuguez au subjonctif présent. A free French exercise
to learn French. Other French exercises on the same topic .

| Our French lessons and tests are 100% free but visitors must pay for Internet access. 1. It's
important that she (remember) to take her medicine twice a day. 2. I suggest that Frank (read) the
directions carefully before assembling the bicycle. Passé composé ~ Exercices sur formation,
participe passé, accord.
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Fin de l'exercice de français "FLE : ÊTRE au présent - cours" Un exercice de français gratuit
pour apprendre le français ou se perfectionner. Present Simple or Present Continuous - 1anglais [Test] Autres cours et exercices d'anglais sur le même thème. Fin de l'exercice d' anglais
Present Simple or. | Our French lessons and tests are 100% free but visitors must pay for Internet
access.
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Passé composé ~ Exercices sur formation, participe passé, accord.
French: Subjonctif présent.. French exercise "Subjonctif présent" created by anonyme with The
test builder · Click here to see the current stats of this French . Exercise. Conjunctions – Type in
the verbs in the subjonctif. Pourvu que nous n'( arriver) pas trop tard! [Hopefully we won't arrive
too late!]|present-tense form of . In the exercises that follow, fill in the blanks with the appropriate
verb form.. . The past subjunctive is formed with the present subjunctive of the auxilary être or .
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Vous avez des difficultés avec le subjonctif présent? Passez ce petit. French exercise "Pratique
du subjonctif présent" created by anonyme with The test builder. French: Subjonctif présent..
French exercise "Subjonctif présent" created by anonyme with The test builder · Click here to see
the current stats of this French . Subjonctif Présent pour tous. Bonjour à tous, Voici un test qui
vous permettra d' améliorer vos connaissances sur le subjonctif présent. Bonne chance à tous.
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25-6-2017 · In French, the subjunctive is used in a number of subordinate clauses. As it occurs
rather frequently, it is important to learn the rules that govern its. | Our French lessons and tests
are 100% free but visitors must pay for Internet access. 1. It's important that she (remember) to
take her medicine twice a day. 2. I suggest that Frank (read) the directions carefully before
assembling the bicycle.
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Vous avez des difficultés avec le subjonctif présent? Passez ce petit. French exercise "Pratique
du subjonctif présent" created by anonyme with The test builder.
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